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Fermented Green Strawberries

One of the most surprisingly delicious ferments you’ll ever make is one with under-ripe

strawberries. Their �rmness holds up well to hungry probiotics during the lacto-fermentation

process, and combined with a simple brine, some herbs, and orange zest, they yield a

nuanced �avor like no other.

Prep Time: 10 minutes  Passive Time: 72 hours  Servings: 12+ servings

Ingredients:

2½ cups green strawberries
(roughly 12 cups shredded,

900–1000g)

5 sprigs thyme fresh

2 strips orange rind top-to-

bottom lengths

Brine

1½ cups water

3 tablespoons honey

1 teaspoon sea salt

Steps:

Day One
�. Go strawberry picking and collect about 3 cups’ worth of green strawberries for

fermenting. Or, ask vendors at your local farmers’ market for some. Wash well
and remove the tops (save the tops to make hot-brewed tea or sun tea).

�. Now, start making a Brine by bringing the water and salt to a boil. Then, remove
from the heat and allow it to cool to the touch for about 5 minutes. After the
water cools to warm-but-touchable, whisk in the honey until thoroughly
dissolved.

�. Pack a jar with the trimmed strawberries, citrus zest, and herbs. Leave about 1″
headspace for the strawberries to bubble upwards as they ferment.

�. Pour the brine over the strawberries and pack everything down so the berries,
herbs, and rind are all submerged in the liquid. If you have fermentation weights,
add those to the top to help keep the strawberries submerged.
Cover the jar with a �ne-weave cheesecloth and secure with a rubber band. You
can also seal the jar with an airtight lid, and if you do, you’ll need to burp/open the
jar 1–2 times per day to release carbon dioxide build up. Set aside out of direct
sunlight and we’ll check in on day two.

Day Two
�. If you’re using a clear jar, you may some bubbles around your strawberries—this

is carbon dioxide gas, an indication that probiotics are happy and metabolizing
the berries. Now, remove the lid and using a clean fork or spoon, lift out a
strawberry and taste it. You should taste a very mild sourness that will continue
to develop with lots of nuance over the next day or so. Eventually, the �avor will �ll
your mouth in a “full” way—this is umami. Document �ndings in your
fermentation journal. If the strawberries have started to rise up and your
headspace is less that 1″, press the strawbs back down a bit to re-pack them.
Drain o� any excess liquid if necessary, but keep enough so strawberries are
submerged in brine. Seal the jar and allow it to ferment 1–3 more days.
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Days Three–Six
�. Using a clean fork or spoon, lift out a strawberry and taste it—we love them on

day three, but every household has variables that di�er so continue fermenting as
long as you like. When �avored to your liking, stop/stall the ferment by
transferring the sealed jar to the fridge. The cold temperature will slow the
fermentation activity but not stop it. The �avors will continue to deliciously
develop over time.

Get the extended version of this recipe  
(with variations, ingredient substitutions,  
baking tips, step-by-step videos, etc.),  
the Everyday Fermented Foods course and  
multiple on-demand cooking and baking 
courses, hundreds of recipes, customized  
shopping lists and recipe collections,  
and more with All-Access Membership.

Recipe continued...
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